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Buying body jewelry can be confusing. You may find yourself asking what the
different terminology means.  How can you tell what size you need? What’s
the best material? How do you shop for someone else? What are threads
and pins?  What piercing does my friend even have? This guide is here to
help! We will cover all the terminology and some gift recommendations. 

Keep in mind being fitted in person by a reputable piercer is the only way to
guarantee the perfect fit, and we suggest booking an appointment at
www.ninemoonspiercing.com or finding a reputable piercer in your area. 
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TYPES OF STUD PIERCINGS 



A STUD BUYING GUIDE  
Looking to buy a new stud for an ear, nose, or lip piercing as a gift? So
thoughtful! Here are some things you need to find out before
purchasing:

Style: The most common and safest styles are Threadless or Internally
Threaded. Threadless is sometimes called Pressfit or Pushpin. This style has
no need to screw in and rather snaps in place. Internally Threaded refers to
the screw in style of studs or barbells wherein the jewelry ends screw direct
into a hollow stud making sure to safely cover the threads.

Gauge: How thick is the stud? Common sizes for most cartilage and lip
piercings are 16g and 14g, occasionally smaller 18g is used. For nostrils and
earlobes 18g is more common. Verify this before any purchases since body
jewelry is not returnable or exchangeable.

Length: This refers to the wearable surface of the stud. If it is unknown it is
important to have it measured by a professional.

Gold color: For more warm tones go with yellow or rose, for cooler tones
white gold.



Now let's talk about the specific locations. We do want to stress that body jewelry
is final sale and cannot be returned or exchanged or refunded so it is important to

confirm exact sizing or schedule in for professional measurements. 
 

We personally keep our clients sizes on file so feel free to contact us if the recipient
has worked with us! 

 
That said, here are some of the most common stud end sizes and styles for different

piercings.
 

Earlobes
Triple Marquise Fan

 
Mid Helix
Serenity

 
Upper Helix

Amity 
 

Flat
Oceane

 
Faux Rook
Baguette

 
Forward Helix

Mini Kandy and Tri Bead
 

Conch
Panaraya

https://www.ninemoonspiercings.com/s/search?q=Triple%20Marquise%20fan
https://www.ninemoonspiercings.com/s/search?q=Serenity
https://www.ninemoonspiercings.com/s/search?q=Amity%20
https://www.ninemoonspiercings.com/s/search?q=Oceane%20
https://www.ninemoonspiercings.com/s/search?q=Baguette
https://www.ninemoonspiercings.com/s/search?q=Mini%20kandy
https://www.ninemoonspiercings.com/s/search?q=Tri%20bead
https://www.ninemoonspiercings.com/s/search?q=Panaraya


 
Tragus

Kite 
 

Nostril, Side Lips, and Labrets
Prongs

 
Philtrum

Hammered Disk
 
 
 

https://www.ninemoonspiercings.com/s/search?q=Kite
https://www.ninemoonspiercings.com/s/search?q=Prong
https://www.ninemoonspiercings.com/s/search?q=Hammered%20disk

